G0358 Evacuation and Re-entry

Location:  Bergen County EMS Training Center, Haz Mat Building  
            281 Pascack Road, Paramus, NJ 07652
Date:     June 15-17, 2021
Time:     6:30 PM – 10:30 PM

Additional Information:

The G 358 Evacuation and Re-entry is an elective course for the FEMA APS Certificate.

Prerequisite:

None

Course Purpose:

This course provides participants with the knowledge and skills needed to design and implement an evacuation and re-entry plan for their jurisdictions. It uses a community’s vulnerability analysis and evacuation plan. It also addresses evacuation behavior and recommends methods to make evacuation and re-entry more efficient. This course does not address the decision to evacuate or re-enter.

Course Objectives

- Describe types of situations that necessitate evacuation.
- Describe the types of modeling tools for evacuation planning.

Target Audience:

The persons responsible for planning, implementing, and carrying out evacuations within a jurisdiction. This includes, but is not limited to, state and local government emergency program managers, emergency planners, and response personnel.

Registration is required: NJOEM Training Application. Fill out the application completely and email it to NJOEM Training & Exercise Unit at fieldtrainingunit@njsp.org or fax it to 609-671-0160. Missing and/or incomplete information will not be accepted and will disqualify your application from the selection process. You will be contacted via email when your application is received.

Contact NJOEM Training & Exercise Unit, for more information at office number 609-963-6962 or email: fieldtrainingunit@njsp.org